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1. 11 27 June I met with 1;p7 -41,r,.a..=:4'' 	in my office to discuss MKNAOMI 	:. [:•-• 
n the hope h-e-catild shed additional light on the tasking of that project and 
ny operational support it possibly may have provided."WAMMoined the Agency 	f.: 
arty in 1956 and served as Chief of the Biology Branch 6f- fSD from September 1961 

E' ntil January 1968 when he retired. He was personally deeply involved - in the 	
P; ,K4ACMI project which wal the responsibility of his branch. Vt.,14:A40A:Alof On,  

of ORD. and;161Va7Wof OTS were also present during these discussion5  ,.: • 
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.over with which he left the Agency in 1958. 04"-74tE.,,==.1rati-xtax 
2. At the outset,WNWspoke very strongly of h  need  tu::::::64r.   
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3. 1 began the interview b' 	 tki2a run-down on our understanding  A the Ft. Detrick project and " 	image ( 	at effort projected by the limited 
"ecord of the MKNAOMI file. I 	ted out 	A one of the clearly defined purposes. • 
A.theproject as stated in TSL 	aments wizs to maintain a stockpile of lethzt'i - 	• . 
!gents and disseminating systems in readiness for operational use and that this in 	! 
association with the current furor about assassinations had caused some obvious ,  
:oncern within the Agency about this progfaq_which had not been alleviated by . 
available records. It was our hope that ga4aVacould fill some gaps in 'our 
qlowledge. He was told that whatever he could provide should be given on a complete' 
voluntary basis and that he should feel free.not to say anything if he so chose. 

4. tgn5AMM2 responded immediately by stating that it was essential we 
Jnderstand that while discussions were held and work done on things that might 
2ppear questionable, there was a clear understcnding among all involved that they 
4ould never actually be used operationally because of inherent stops built into the 
agency approval system that assured final approval for use would never be given. 
Thus, he characterized the whole MKNAOMI effort as a kind of Never-Never-Land 
involving all sorts of unfettered discussion in isolation from reality. He provide`: 
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full assurance that "the Company" had nothing to worry about: none of the lethal 
or iecapacitating products of M:AOMI had ever been made available to anyone. for 
operational use. 

4eir:e--,eeft, 5. Some time was spent questioning ,eee.,,e.eeabout the requirements that 
shaped the NW= project. He, stated that these had all been generated internally 
within TSD. He recalled no requirements having been levied by anyone within the 
Agency but not a part of TSD. Later in the interview, however, he noted that he 
had had discussions relevant to this matter with 02LE.5.1 .ia but with no 
one else. He recalled no case in which requirements or direction were received 
from outside the Agency. It was simply the view of TSD that such a capability as 
NAOMI could provide was a reasonable one for the Agency to possess. Moreover, he 
noted that the inherent unreliability of biological agents and processes basically 
limited the utility of the NAOMI product. He pointed out that lots of work was 
done on incepacitants, none of which could be used because of an inability to find 
complete assurance that no serious lasting effects might result from their use. 
He contended at some length that the work done by Ft. Detrick was really defensive 
in nature. E'S applications suitable for clandestine use were developed and tested 
only in order to understand the offensive threat the Agency faced. In seine con.. ' 
tradiction to this, however, he indicated that systems for use against dogs or for 
incapacitating humans were actually thought to be needed additions to the Agency's  
capabilities. In making his case for the defensive concerns of MKNAOMI he cited 
the vulnerability studies undertaken by Ft. Detrick. 

6. -a---- ,1„,-confirmed that the responsibilities of the Special Operations 
Division centered on the development and testing of. special applications of 1314 
weapons. Our relations wore fairly informal and relied upon liaison between 
Ft. Detrick and TSD being conducted by a very limited number (several) of 
designated project officers. He also confirmed that virtually no written record& 
on the project were maintained. Funding was provided by the Agency simply to 
support the overall activity of SCD and apparently was not accounted for on a 
tasking basis; ti..eeZiall averred that the arrangement was based on the premise 
that work done in response to special Army requirements would he of interest to 
the Agency. This was particularly true since the Army Special Forces were SOD's 
principal customer and the Agency faced many of the same problems as this element 
of the Army. He left the impression that rather than provide tasking to Ft. Detric 
TSD simply selected developments of interest from an internally generated program. 
Whswsked about maintaining records of material transferred to the Agency, 	- 
7: 1responded that very little such material wes-in fact given to TSD and 
that it- wee unlikely any records were kept. 

Y' rTJ 
7. A considerable amount of time was spent questioning f,...-  specifically 

about the provision of agents .or delivery systems developed at Ft. Detrick to 
operational eleeents of the Agency. He stated flatly that he had never had 
eccasen to do so. .1:.;-:,7,1..:;f7Awas shc.,ei a Ft. Detrick memo in the usnoni file 
covering a conference with the Agency at which he was present which indicated he 
requested the Agency be provided with 5 staph. enterotoxin Mod poisoning) tablets 
by 1 April 1952. He was asked the purpose of his request. ttZiti 	responded by 
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saying he was glad this specific que
stion was asked since it enabled him

 to la icy 

what was obviously a source of some
 misunderstanding. It was his pract

ice, he said, 

to levy such requests upon SOD with 
specific due dates simply to mask an

y possible 

future request which might be made 
for real operational purposes. Thus

, periodic 

;requests for material end delivery 
systems were made so that a purposef

ul one would 

not stand out as unusual. He furthe
r stated that the enterotoxin devel

opment was 

one the Army had been engaged in whi
ch we thought night be of use to us 

as a means 

for tcaporarily incapacitating guar
ds. No mention was made of the obvi

ous 

Aiscrepancy between,thNz4,and t
he contention that our interests w

ere purely 

defensive in naturea,aa17.7741w
astold that one of the schemes sugge

sted for usie 

against Castro involved the treatmen
t of the inside of a diving suite wi

th Madura 

Foot, a non-specific fungal skin di
sease. At the same conference as no

ted above, 

considerable attention was given to 
the development of ilicrosoorum Gyps

eum (a_fuloal 

agent producing severe skin disease
) and direr"- 	s reportedly 

given by c:,1746-fal 

that it be prepared in a form suitab
le for dus.. 	othes, pill

ows, etc. }le- iris 

asked if this direction was related 
to the Castro ;ambit. He sta

ted categorically 

that it was not and was not related 
to any identified operational qse of

 the agent. 

Rather, it was another example of t
he type of tasking he levied on Ft.

 Detrick. He 

claimed he had no knowledge of the d
iving suit affair or of any other pl

ot to 

_incapacitate or assassinate Castro 
-- or anyone else, for that matter. 

He did state 

later that tranquilizing materials o
btained elsewhere kit loaded into sy

ringes at 

Ft. Detrick (because of the sterile 
facilities there) had been given to 

case officers,  

for use in a;n111Patt"4!1 711  On no other o
ccasion had Ft. Detrick material 

been provided to the DDP. 

7. The MKULTRA drug-nrk came up a n
urlber of times. At the outset of t

he 

discussions, and repeatedly througho
ut them, he stated -- though not ask

ed -- that. 

he had -no knowledge of any unwit
ting testing of drugs. Rather, anim

al tests and 

ultimate testing with human volunte
ers had been all that was required.

 In these 

cases well established test protocol
s had heran used. He stated that thi

s activity 

had Ls= his principal concern. 
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9.tr,77-.7.1=447'spent same 
time describing other activities a

pparently 	.... 

- involving Ft. Detrick, though that
 was not always clear.. These- thing

s included  

materials that would cause the rapi
d corrosion of metal products displ

ayed at trade 1- 

fairs, POL conteminants that would d
estroy petroleum stocks, reagents th

at would 	I 

cause structural failures in a number of different materials, crop contaminants that i 

. would prevent their passing custom
s controls (e.g., unacceptably high 

DDT levels), 	I 

etc. He knew of no actual uses of h
arrassment materials against target

ed individuals; 

as opposed to uses for crowd control or meeting disruption. 	 . 1 

10. In summary, it must be said 
that the discussions with;t1;62d

>were 

far from satisfying. Many of his re
sponses appeared to be less than fo

rthcoming 	fi 
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and were not altogether believable
 in the light of information available els_ 

Since he appears to be the sole accessible participant in the MKNAOMI project who-

was deeply involved in it during its most provocative period, there seems to be 

sore that can be done now in establishing the extent of sUppo;-t provided 

actual operations during the early 1960's. 
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